T h e notion of Linear Quadratic (LQ) optimality at zi single frequency is developed in single-input singleoutput (SISO) linear time-invariant (LTI) system / quasi-stationary signal framework and the optimality condition is given. LQ optimal design at finitely many frequencies is then shown to be reducible t o an interpolation problem.
Introduction
Reference tracking and disturbance rejection are two basic issues in control system design. Due to the undesirable effects of high power control inputs, perfect tracking/rejection is sacrificed by formulating the problem as the minimization of a linear quadratic cost in which the input power is also penalized. Though, optimal control based on linear quadratic methods has a well-developed theory (the reader is referred to [4] for an est,ensive coverage of the topics related wit,li LQ optimal cont,rol), the case of specific refer-PII ce / tl is t, 11 r 1 a.n ce signals (e. g . cons t, a n t , si riusoid a1 or periodic signals) seeins to be not much elaborated.
This work considers t,he design t h a t achieves LQ optimality at finitely many frequencies, which is applicable to such cases.
LQ Optimality at a Single Frequency
T h e forthcoming development will consider a SISO and LTI continuous-time system in a quasi-stationary signal framework. yet the results apply to the discretetime case as well. T h e well known infinite horizon (or steady-state) frequency-weighted LQ cost is defined for continuous-time systems as (see e.g. [ 
Here f IS the tracking error and U is the control input T h e well-known sensitivity function (S) of the control system is defined as
If the control system is stable and the signal r -d is a quasi-stationary signal (for more information on quasistationarity, the reader is referred t o [5] ) with spectrum CP, the LQ cost can be evaluated in the frequency domain as
LIT -m with where IG(w)12 is given by
This formula motivates the following LQ optimality definition at a single frequency. Figure 1 is said to be LQ optimal at frequency w , i f j ( w ) zs minimum.
Definition 1 Thc control system of
T h e following theorem presents the simple condition for LQ optimality at a single frequency, leaving aside the degenerat,e cases of poles/zeroes a t & j w .
Theorem 1
The control system of Fzgure 1 as LQ optimal at frequency w , zf and only zf
Thr niznamum value o f j ( w ) 2s szniply g i i i e n b y l G (~) 1~. 
We also present a dist#urbance rejection simulation in which a superposit,ion of two sinusoids of frequency 1 and 2 arid a white noise of comparably low variance is used as the disturbance acting on t,he plant. The siniulation result shows that while rejecting the harmonic disturbance the white disturbance can he amplified. This is, kind of, the so-called water-bed effect (see [ 3 ] ) and shows the need for the development of a design strategy which will also supply control on the overall variation of the sensitivity function. 
Concluding Remarks
We developed the LO opt,itnality not.ion at a single frequency and derived the condition for optimalitmy. LQ optimal design at finitely many frequencics is t,hen shown to be reducible t>o a n int. and minimum phasc transfer function) t,oget,her wit,h LQ optimal design a t specified frequenciw. The solution of this problem will basically neccssit,ate the use of Nevanlinna-Pick int,erpolat,ion t,heory (see [ 3 ] ) . This way the overall sensit,ivity can be kcpt, l>elow a drsired level while satisfying LQ optiinalit,y at, the desired frequencies.
